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The Challenge

Spark Lighting is a lighting services company that helps designers, electrical
engineers, contractors, architects, and property owners source their lighting fixtures
and light their spaces. Spark Lighting specializes in providing high-quality lighting
solutions with outstanding personal service. 

Their sales team works with their clients to find solutions to any design challenge in
keeping with their budget. Additionally, their energy energy-efficiency team
provides expert guidance and special deals to energy rebate contractors.

The CEO of Spark Lighting, Joe
Seiden, quickly recognized that
LinkedIn presented an
opportunity for his sales team to
stay top of mind with their ideal
clients. However, they didn’t have
the expertise or the education to
effectively use LinkedIn to
connect with their target
audience and to start more
conversations. 

Like many sales teams, they
needed a comprehensive but
easy-to-use process for LinkedIn
that would enable them to drive
more sales and revenue.



The Outcome

What to do on LinkedIn strategically
How to use the LinkedIn platform technically
How to get results on LinkedIn

Spark Lighting’s sales team did a virtual workshop with Evyrgreen Networking, who
provided support and helped them understand the steps they need to take daily to
be successful on LinkedIn. It was a huge success! The Spark Lighting team
engaged and asked questions in a fun, informative, and accessible environment.

Thanks to the workshop, Spark Lighting now has a simple 3 step process that
allows them to be effective on LinkedIn in just 15 minutes per day! Now their team
knows:

Their team feels more motivated, hopeful, and actionable logging in each day to
add more connections and grow their network since they now have the tools and
strategies to drive sales and revenue for Spark Lighting.
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More Referrals, Valuable Relationships on LinkedIn

LET’S TALK

Need help leveraging LinkedIn for
your business?

Book a strategy session with a team member to
learn about how Evyrgreen Networking for Teams

can help you drive your success on LinkedIn! 

https://www.evyrgreen.com/talktous
https://www.evyrgreen.com/talktous

